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r . I~TRODUCTIO~r
A. The Pla~ning ADproach
"The time has come to dare to include the compl~te
universe in our rationalizing." limits are what
we have feared, the broadest aftitudes toward
thought need to be encouraged ..
.-
.
As man exuands his horizons on planet earth, he is begin-
ning to turn increasingly to t~e oceans as a source of resources,
and at a pace commensurate with the growth of his needs and his
technical ability. Traditionally the deep sea has always been
a "no man's Land I:, an un1imi ted source of snace to be traversed
and used infrequently. Suprisingly, apparently opposite nrocesses -
~carcity and abu~dance - are responsible for a change in orienta-
tion and an increasing emphasis on man's use of the sea. A
scarcity of natural resources and an abundance of hu~an extentions
(i.e. technology) are together making deep ocean seclusion a
thing of the past.
'.
-Increasing use of a Darticular resource in a limited space
sooner or later implies an increasing need for management and
control of that resource. The achievement of peaceful control
trechanisms most often take the {orm of calculated compromise be-
tween the various users. This naper will attempt to develop a
syste~ through which compromise can be attained in the use of the
deep ocean resources. A comprehensive planning framework will
be used in this analysis. Ther"e are trrlO basic processes which
_._----
t ~ R. Buc~m1nister Fuller, Nine Chains to the Moan, Southern
-' ll11n61s Univer. Press, Carbonda1e~ Illinois, 1967, p. VII.
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Melvin Branch identifies as characteristic of the comprehensive
planning process. These are a.) integration of the parts of a
problem and b.) ~rojection of its past and present trends into
the future. 2. The specific planning format for this analysis
will consist of:
1. An inventory and assessment of the natural and
human aspects of the ocean resource and its en-
vironment.
2. A prescription of the ends and criteria sought
in determining viable means of control over the
resources of the oceans.
3. An identification of the sets of alternatives
!
.,,
.,
for control consistant with the general ~rescrip­
tives .
.lj • A projection of probable alternatives~chosen
from a cursory assessment of international political
realities.
5. A delineation of the actions required for attaining
more desired ends, including the obstacles to be
'surmounted and guidance required to succeed.
B.· Toward s ComDrehensi veness
The com,rehensive concerns of this paper are graphically
depicted in the grid.in figure one. This grid is primarily a
..~-~.-_ ..i ': .'; ',., ....- . -. ,-'.. ".'.' ..~ ...
. .."'" .' . ~ . .
Uelvin Branch,·:Planning:4's'oect.s and Atrolication-s t John
Willey and Sons, Inc., New York, 1966, p. 298.
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,FIGURE I
descriptive tool designed to aid in visualizing the interrelation-
ships between various phenomena in the marine as well as ter-
restial environments. The grid can be seen to have a wide variety
Q! applications by changing the parameters on the vertical or
tJJ.
horizontal axis to reflect interrelationships between various
functional or structural characteristics of interest in the world
ocean.
The gr.id in figure one depicts the concerns of each major
section of this paper acco~ding to the alphebetical noffons
found at the begintiing of each section of this paper. It also in-
dicates the various uses of the structural ,units on the horizontal
axis;~o comp~re differing 60nceptual relatidnships,and dimensioris,
such as Time". Scale and Ordervltth the functional.elements on the
:page 11
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The grid is essentially an attempt to force thinking and
I
planning of human activities away from its traditional approach
of dealing with bits and pieces of problems in isolation, from
the total experience. With the grid, ~ perspective can be taken
that is indeed comprehensive and inclusive of all various phen-
omena,.and-canas well facilitate the projection and synthesis
of a multiplicity of events. 4 .
C. Problem Statement
As the level of interest and involvement in the marine en-
vironment increases, specific vested interests develop, emotions
flare, and workable arrangements become more difficult to devise.
The decision as to who owns what and therefore ex¢ercises control
needs to be made before the stakes become too high and interests
too strongly identified with. Therefore a definition of what
might be e xpe.e t ed in the future is mandatory in order to set the
right perspective for action today. Also goals and interests
need to be identified, problems appraised, and solutions proposed
before the right controls can be proposed and implemented.
3. A brief definition of each of the major units used in this
grid is presented in Appendix I at the end of this paper.
4. A somewhat similar type of grid'has been devised by
Constantinos Doxiadis in his attempts at formulating a gen-
eral theory of Ekistics, the science of human settle~ents .
.The Doxiadis grid is restricted to c Las s Lf'yLng various "kinds
of approaches or functions of human settle Dents in relation
to their units or sizes on a logarithmic gria to the base of
seven. See Constantinos Dox Lad Ls , Elc1stlcs! An Lrrt r cdu ct I on
to the Sbience of Human_Settlements, O~ford University Press,
New York, 1968" p. 1 - 52. . '
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Specifically, then, the deep ocean will be looked at from three
vantage points (i.e. man, nature, society) with a view towards
imposing controls. Using these parameters as sights for aiming
tow'ards predetermined goals, probable and potential scenarios will
then be outlined for control of the ocean resource.
Control of the sea flqor is an example of a case in inter-
.<
national relations in terms of its socio~economic and political
,
._~ -- -- -
implications. It has various facets of interest as a political
problem, but 1s perhaps most striking as an illustration of the
possibilities of divergent outcomes and attitudes of individual
nations in their relations with each other and the issues in-
volved. Specifically, the case focus~s on the questions: How are
the resources of the sea to be apportioned? What kinds of inter-
national agreements and arrangements are most probable and which
are most desirable? And how are these arrangements to be effect-
uated? Figu.re II depicts the'ap9roxima~e degree' of concern
Q..ch l1f..
. taken in this' paper for", the maj or un.i ts of the grid according to
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the vertical scale to the right of the gria.
The next section will attempt to sketch the basic ocean re-
source characteristics through three primary areas of emphasis
in order to set the proper perspective for a workable solution
in controlling the ocean's resources. Briefly, then, an ecologi-
cal perspeGtive will be provided for a discussion of the economic
possibilities in light of the socio-cultural determinents of
future p.olicy.
II •. OC~~N RESOURCE CF~RACTERISTICS
A. Ecological Perspectives
._.~
Perhaps the ocean is itself
a living creature - an organism
so vast that we cannot
comprehend that'it is alive.
Trapped by its o~vn enormous
weight in the deeper indentations
of the planet; it reaches out
great tentacles of rivers to scour
the hearts of continents
for the nutrients that give it life. 5 .
1Vhether or not the ocean organism lives, its influence is
indeed pervasive and far reaching as it covers 71 percent of the
earth's surface, and contains 350 cubic miles of sea water.
Life within the sea is composed of three major types of
organisms: plankton, floating organisms, both plant (phyto-
plankton) and animal (zooplankton); nekton, swimming organisms
such as fish and seals; and benthos, bottom living organisms like
seaweed and clams.
A knowLed ge of the maJ or food chains of marine life is
5. Don Fabun, The Dynamics of Change, Pre:ntlce-:-Iall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliff§~ N.J., p. 15.
T/
~. .
!
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critical to gaining an unde~standing and appreciation of the
function of t~e ocean organism. The food cycle begins with
photosynthesis and the use by plants of inorganic substances
which run through the long chain of plankton and nekton to con-
, .
tinue through with the activities of the benthos bacteria, which
reduce the organic wastes from the animals to inorganic sub-
stance~ which are then ready for use by plants. Interruption 'of
the food chain can cause large scale repreoussions for populations
of many organisms. For instance, some of the required inorgan-
ic substances such as 'phosphates and nitrates are available only
.-
in small amounts in the ocean, and when those vital nutrients are
d~pi~t~d; gro~th of marin~ iif~ cease~:6. The interconnections
between marine organisms and other aspects of their habitat is
also of critical importance to life. It is, for example, believed
that the desTruction of eel grass beds has a seriou s effect on
the young of the commercial fishery species, since it removes
their shelter and reduces their available food. 7.
Man has only begun to investigate the relationships and the
natural mechanisms which are at work within the marine environ-,
mente An essential tool leading to'better understanding is the
use of the ecosystem concept which considers together the complex
of organisms and their immediate environment. The factors of
climate and soil, of organism community structure and purpose,
and of human intervention are all aspects influencing and
6. R. E. Coker, The Great and Wide Sea, Harper and Row, New York,
1962. p~ 197. '"
7. Jerome :-l1lliams, Oceanop;raphy- An Introduction to ~'larine
Sciences,· Little, Brown and Company; Boston, I'!ass., 1962,
. p. 57.' .
L. ..
I·
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~ontrolling the functioning of ecosystems which are clearly
elucidated and considered together as an ln~eracting whole.
'~ne way to look at ecology and the ecosystem is not only as a
method and technique, but as a point of view.,,8. The maintenance
of all marine species is important in order to meet any unforseen
needs. Organisms appearing to have no function now may occupy
. o.
important niches or r~lesin vital· food chains. J Most import-
ant is the regulation of man's impact on the environm~nt. As
McHale has indicated, when man overturns the ecological balar-ce
in one area of the world, its repercussions can be f'e Lt afar
off. 10.
Although inferences with natural physical processes is often
disruptive of ecosystems, the implication is not that such eco-
systems be allowed to exist without change. This in itself is
against natural laws. Nature is constantly changing through a
process called succession, where different organisms succeed
others when envircnmental conditions favor the newcomers. With
an understanding of natural processes, adjustments can be made
wi thout destroying total ecosystems by change that is t oo rapid
or foreign. Organisms, given the opportunity, will adjust to new
environmental conditions.and attain some degree of stabilitywitn
their new habitat. Destruction of a segment of a balanced natural
ecosystem is not only possibly destructive of the ecosystem it-
self, but also indirectly potentially destructive of the human
S.. Gord on Harris on , David Gates, and C.S. Holling, "Ecology:
. The Gr~at Chain of Being",.Ekistics, Vol. 27, No. 160, March
1969, p. 162. '. .
9. I .x, Cm-lan, "Introductory Statement by t he Deputy ahairman",
.Future·~nvironments of.~orth America, F. Fraser and J. Milton,
eds.·, fiatural History Press, New York, 1966, p. 12. .
10. John ~cHale, Global Ecology: Towards the Planetary Society",
American ~ehavior~l Srii~ntist, Vol. XI, ~o~ 6, July-Aug. p.29-33. ','
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ecosystem. Continuing pollution of the oceans could, for ex-
ample, eventually produce a mass die-off of pytoplan~ton which
produce the bulk of the earth I S oxygen. Such projections are
already being made)based on actu1al destructive environmental
changes (such as those which pesticides are causing) occurring
tOday.ll.
The ocean biosphere consists of numerous ecosystems in
~hich many different creatures co-exist in interdependence, each
with its own processes, apperception, roles, fitness)adaptations
and symbioses.12. Thus in considering the ocean environment,
one segment of a marine ecosystem or even one ecosystem must not
be separated from the others for special treatment, otherwise
basic interrelationships may be neglected. Ecosystems function
and survive well only when interrelationships are carefully con-
sidered and provided for. Stability, yet with successful change,
·is thereby assured. The dynamic qualities and processes in-
valved between and among ecosystems of the marine biosphere re-
quires comprehensiveness in man's approach and interaction with
the natural world. Figure three presents the functional pro-
cesses of marine ecosyste~s in terms of the primary units of the
grid, and indicates the structural position of marine organisms on
a functional basis.
11. Dr. Paul Ehrlich, "Eco':'Catastrophe! ", :Ramnarts ~ p , 24,
Vol. 8, No.3, September 1969.
John Davy, "Polluting the Planet", Eldstics, Vol. 27, No.
160, March 1969, p. 165-167.
12~ . Ian KcHarg, Design With Nature, Natural History Press, New
York, 1969, p. 197.
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B. Economic PossibiliTies
Man, that "walking bag of sea water",
is but another way the ocean has of
going ashore. ~ow the prodigal
'returns- as have the porpbise and
the whale before him - and the most
e~citing adventure of our next
twenty years may be this dramatic h ome-«. :'
coming, after a journey of eight
million years. 13.
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The demand for new resources prompted by expanding popu1a-
tions is redirecting man's attention to the oceans as a source
and substitute for depleting,land-based resources. Some examples
of the important resource uses which man is making of the oceans
are: fresh water source, waste' disposal, recreation, food, med-
icine, minerals, fuels and national defense.
A. resource, according to biracY-~'Tantrup, "is a highly relative
13". Don Fabun,The Dyna!:lics of Change, Prentice-RaIl, Lnc ; ,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., p , 15·
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concept changing with the ends-means scheme - that is, with the'
planning agent, with his objective, with the state of technology
and with existing social institutions,;14,. "In other words, re-
sources are not, they become. 11 15• Natural resources are con-
nected with characteristics of scarcity which therefore requires
a concern for efficiency in their use. To maximize efficiency
certain scales of output must be adopted which minimize production
costs and maximize profits. Resource use patterns can be divided
- into two classes:
1~ Resource use processes whicn are privately gain-
ful, to individual and resource users.
2. Resource use processes whicha!e pub116ly,gain-
fUl, having a certain social utility func~ion.
It is important, in this context, as stressed by Cowan,
that the collision between private gain and social benefit be
id d i th f 16. t bavo e . neuse 0 resources. Both use pa terns are su -
jective evaluations of utility from two different vantage points,
a.[e..
neither of which/necessarily intendclto insure maximum e.fficiency.
Kaximum social efficiency is attained when different resource use
processes (productive factors) are freely substitutable for o~e
another, reaching some point at which total cost is minimized.
The least co~t condition is attained when resources are combined
so that the ratio of their respective prices are equal to the
ratio of their marginal physical products. This level of resource
14.
15.
16.
Ciracy-Wantrup, Resource Conservation, Univ.~. of California
Press, Berkely, California, 1968, p. 28. .
(lalter Firey, !;':an. }:ind. and Land, The Free .Press of Glencove,
Illinois, 1960, p.
I .1:I. ~COWa!l, ITanageUlent, Respons.e, and Varj.ety", Future
Environments of Nort~ America, F. Fraser and J. }:ilton? eds.
Natural :-Ilptory Press~~rew York, 1·966, p..12.
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lise occurs when marginal revenue is equal to marginal cost.
Under such conditions, resource use will have attained the
criterion of efficiency for society. Effeciency, however, is no
assurance of continued biophysical productivity. Carrying cap-
acity (ability to withstand use) of natural areas such as the
ocean are also important as an indication of value other than
the economic considerations of efficiency17. Carrying capacity
and therefore use rate of resources are dependent on whether a
resource is a stock or flow resource. Flow resources are renew-
able and therefore for maximum long range use) care must be taken
so as not to deplenish the ability for renewal - a certain amount
of the resource must be left to perpetuate itself. With flow re-
sources, man, through foresight and careful management is able
to make continued use of. it and lnsome cases man can even augment
18 'its usefulness to him. . The principle flow resource in the
ocean today is fisheries but conceivably can also include some of
the minerals found in the oceans.
Stock resources are non-renewable and therefore once used,
can never be recovered. Ocean resources in this catagory are oil,
gas and most metal ores. With total supply of stock resources
limited in quantity, present use rates diminish some future rate
of use and place a limit on the time over which a stock resource
can be utilized. However, there is strong indication that the
scarcity of stock resources in the oceans should not be of concern
primarily because of the effects of inovation and replacement.
. .
17. Ioid, p. 21.
18. Food and Agriculture Organi.zation of the' United Nations,
."M'anageme.nt of Fishery Resotirces",·R..ome , Italy, 1967, p , 9.
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Thus there
scarcity primarily because
the relationship of modern
implies ease of exploitability,
and technology, which along
termine use rates.
conomic problem in the utilization of
ture imposes certain scarcities,it
from an efficiency criteria nor from a
In summary then, in theoutilization of
\
\
\
\.t '
\
\
\
\
\
\.
\
\
i
stock, resources, the state of technology plays a dominant role:
in the utilization of flow resources, political, economic and
social institutfons are ~ especially important.
Figure four indicates the subdivisions of flow and stock,
resou~ces into their five basic types. Their components are in-
dicated by comparing them with the structural units of the grid.
19. Rarold Barnett and Chandlerf.!orse ~ Scar2,1 ty :;tnd Grm'rth:
The 'Econ{)!:li cs of Ifatu-ral Res ource Avall~bili.~l, J ofin :I oplc i.ns
Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 1963.
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The paradox and irrationality of a
rising economic standard of living,
measured in dollar income, and a
declining environmental standard of
living, measured in ecological, esthetic, 20
and social terms, 1s now manifesting itself. .
~ . '.
.'
The notion of ocean resources running out may appear to be
somewhat premature, considering the commonly held belief that the
ocean's resources have only begun to be recovered. Yet, in
actuality, certain scarcities of ocean resources do exist, al-
though certainly no general scarcity has been yet perceived.
Scarcities of ocean resources have occurred primarily in the flow
resources category, the most obiious being certain of the fish
resources. Other forms .of appar en t scarcity of the ocean resource
~o . Sanford Farness, "Resources Planning Versus Regional Planning;',
. Fllture Envir.onments of North A.merlca,F. Fraser and J. I-..rilton,
eds~, Natural History. Pre$s,New York, 1966,p. 497 ..
f
I
I
I
I
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is its inability to continue to be used as a waste disposal
.
sink. The means suggested in the pr~vlbus section for mitagating
flow resource scarcity is through effective social' and political
institutions,where in the ocean environment very few have juris-
diction •.
The old fashion worry about certain stock resources running
out may have been disproved, but it is being replaced by a more
modern concern for the value of quality. The conventional stand-
ard for economic performance of resources is efficiency. Now the
primary emphasis is to determine whether it is possible " ••• to
adapt economic criteria to the kinds of decisions that deter~ine
th lit f h i 21 •e qua y ot e env ronment.
The science of economics however, is not geared to ~easuring
such normative values as quality. The study of social attitudes
and practices concerning environmental quality needs to be under-
taken. As \'Tollman has stated, knowledge must be obtained as to
"what relationship,if any, existsbetween environmental quality
and productivi"ty. i,22 . In the oceans the opportunity exists to
determine the proper balance between quality and quantity before
extensive exploitation of many of its resources takes place.
Activity within the ocean should be oriented to improving the
quality of real choice~ open to man over time~3·In the use of the
ocean, improving the choices over time implies the imposition of
21. Ayers Brinser, flStandards and Techniques of Evaluating
Economic Choices in Environmental Resource Development";
Future Environnents uf North America,. American Natural History
Press, New York, 1966, p. 236.
22. Nathan.LeL ",;'To1Iman, ."The ~rew Econ cm i cs -of Res ourcea ", Daedalus-
America IS Chaneing Environinent, ~a11 1967, P-.•.1099.
23'. Brinser, Ibid. ,po 235.
I
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certain controls over private resource users so as to be able
to attain and maximi~e as many social or collect~ve benefits as
is possible. Any scheme for control of the oceans must first
of all attempt to outline what its goals should be. Goals are,
in essense, attempts at synthesizing a people's attitude5and be-
liefs and therefore involve determining their normative value
scheme. The conception and acceptance of goals for the ocean
must transcend a staggering number of cultural differences which
exist.in the world today. The role of culture has a pervasive
influence in fixing people's perception and manipulation of nat-
ural phenomena. Yet, according to Hall, "the hidden structure of
cultur~ is one of the most consistently ignored features of our
24
-20th century life." • "Where a resource use involves beliefs and
techniques that are incongruous with a people's, it will not be
adopted by that people, however superior it may be by other
criteria.,,25. For example, 'in countries close to the subsistence
level, full exploitation of the ocean resources will be of pre-
dominant value. In industrialized countries the conservation of
the ocean resources for quality preservation or some other
criteria is liable to be a much more readily accepted value.
The possible conflict over setting acceptable goals in the oceans
can be clearly perceived. Furthermore, it is difficult to divorce
the setting of goals in the oceans from the setting of goals for
mankind in general. An attempt to begin to set such general goals
has been proposed in the Prometheus Project. 26• Through the
24. Ed\i'ard Hall, tlHuman Needs and .Enhuman Cities", Fitness of
Man's Environment, The Smithsoriian Institute, W~shington; D.C~,1968. , ' ," , ' , " .
25. Walter Firey, I.bld~ ,p. 29.
26. Gerald Feinberg, The Prometheus Pr6j~ct, D~ubieday & CQ, Inc.,
Garden C~ty, New York, 1968.
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project it is hoped thecornmon goals of mankind will be identified
and adopted.
A discussion of the long range goals for man in the ocean,
in spite of the difficulties involved) is of crucial importance
for dealing with the problems arising from expanding technological
capability in. the oceans. An acceptable goal for the ocean at
this point is one which is liable to be extremely general.
such a goal might be: to insure the full and wise use of the
marine environment in the best interests of the world. To have
meaning this goal must be.translated into its specifics which
might be:
1. Most modern ecological research in the oceans,
as indicated in previous sections~ has agreed
and stressed the importance' of the essential
unity of the ocean's environmental-elements.
On this basis, all uses of the ocean and exploita-
tion of its resources must be undertaken with
full knowledge of its total effects in order
to assure the fitness and health of the marine
i t 27.env ronmen •
2. The view of the ocean as a commodity fails to
evaluate its physical and biological processes
as well as its all-inportant quality. On this
27. Dansereau has called for a c~mplete analysis of "ail of the
processes involved in the laws of ecology and to classify
the emerging variety of patterns that sped.. fically result
from man IS nresence and act l.on in this universe. It See
Pierre Dans er eau , "Ecologica.l ;Impact· and Human Ecology!!,
Future Environments of North .America, F. Fraser ·Darling,
and John Kilton, Natural History Press, j.'Iew Yo"rl:, 1966,
p. 449· .
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basis an evaluation of the marine environment must
be undertaken to rank and evaluate its esthetic
natural resources .in terms of social and cultural
values, and then to compare and balance these with
the traditional economic values of worth. "The
essence of human welfare is to aim for improving
• .1
.. 28.
the quality of choices that 'V1ill. come in the future."
3. Although the facts of economics and ecology provide
the proper reference points and place restrictions
on what values are relevant in the world, the effect-
iveness of any measure to implement workable solutions
in the oceans depends upon the ability to achieve
consent among those with vested interests. Since
men 'share a common bi·ology as l'1ell as some elements
of common upbringing, measures should be taken to
. identify· those elements of interest which all of
J9seph Fishe~,"E~'6nomi~Patfer~s and Pr·ocesses", Future
Environments· of Harth Arne.rica·, Darling and Eiltbn, Natural
History P~ess, New York~ 196~, p. 219.
.1
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mankind has in common in the,'use of the
ocean. Montagu suggests that man's principle
means of adapting himself to the physical en-
vironment is cUlture. 29• Therefore, with the
pervasive influence of the oceans, there is good
reason to believe that a cUltural basis may exist
for identifying common elements of interest in
. the oceans.
Within the frameYlork of the above goals a compromise for
management of the oceans based on common interests should be
created and implemented. An attempt at devising such a compro-
mise is undertaken in the next section and means for bringing
it about are also suggested.
29. E. Mo~ta~u, Culture 'and the Evolution of Van, f.1X·.
TIl. OCEAN RESOURCE COUTROL
A. The Alternatives AvailableforUbntrol of the
Ocean's Resources
The characteristics of individual persons,
and of societies, are largely determined by
feedback reactions between man's nature and
environmental forces. Since man has much "
freedom in selecting and creating his environ-
ment, as well as his ways of life, he can
determine by such decisions what he and his
decendants will become. In this light he
can truly "make himself" consciously and
willfully.30· '
As recorded in previous sections, the development of the
ocean resources must be preceeded by a thorough attempt to
analy~e its consequences. In addition, the ultimate human goals
need to beexplipitly considered before the choice is made to
use marine resources. Ecological interdependencies stressed in
previous sections necessitate consideration of all resources of
the ocean - living and non-living together. It is inconceivable
that liVing and mineral resources, or any other resource, should
£or political or legil reasons be separated. They are in reality
part of the total biosphere. Consideration of the deep sea bed
resources without taking into account the dependent fishery re-
sources can only result in a piece-meal, stop-gap solution.
Nations must begin to identify with natur~l regions, instead of
political ones. Exploitat~on cf the fishery resources has~ in
many cases, already proceeded towards depletion of the resource.
30. Rene Jules Dubas, "r,:an Adapting: His limitations and '!loten- '
t1alitles", Environment for 'Man, ~illiam R. Ewald (ed.),
Indiana Univers1 ty Press, Bloomington, .LndLana , 1967, p , 25.
_.~-------"':.._--~'---~,
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For instance, "at the present rate of development fe'ii substantial
unexpl01ted stocks of fish accessible to today's type of gear
w1ll' remain in another twenty Years.,,31~ The need for proper
control and management of this resource is urgent. Some fragment-
ed attempts at mangement of fishery resources do exist and these
'are summarized in Appendix II. These fishery arrangements are
for the most part hampered by: 1.) their voluntary nature,
2.) short-term nature, and 3.) applicability only t.o signatory
states.32• An international and comprehensive solution needs to
be i~plemented to prevent the rapid:depletion of this resource.
Tlie current extent of political jurisdiction excercised in
the ~arine environment is, depi?ted in Figure VI. The jurisdict,ioTI.al
31. Food and Agricultur'e Organization of the U.N., The Eanagement
:,,_ '.:' of Fls,hery:Resources; Rbme,ItaIJr,'1967, p."~. "'. ';
32. Dr. Le'iits Ale.xander~ "Nat LonaL Jurisdiction and the Use of
the Sea", N.a t i onal Res ource s J ourna.J, iT 01. '8, :.T o , 3, July
1968, p. 386. .
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status of major ocean features is rated as being either
certain, probable or uncertain.
Increasing activity in the world ocean is providing a meet-
ing ground between otherwise oppcsing groups. These groups have
advocated many different approaches for control of the ocean's
resources. These proposals can be grouped into three major types
of approaches, and these are:
1. The lido-nothing" type approaches. In the first
set of alternatives, nations can choose to do
nothing in deciding what to do with the sea's re-
sources, and thereby continue to maintain the status
quo.
2. The "do-little lr type approaches. The nations of
the world can choose to do little, which would
~ost likely entail a weak organization and control
over the oceanfs resources and their allocation.
3. The "do-something" type; approaches. This third set
of alternatives would be to take decisive action
and would probably entail definate controls over
the exploitation and use of the ocean's resources.
The types. of approaches advocated by various individuals and
organizations are summarized in the following table according
to the above three basic kinds of available alternatives. The
essential features and proponents of each proposal are given, as
well as each approach being ranked ~ccording to the degree of
change each proposal advocated~
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A TABULATION OF OCEAN RESOlmCE CONTROL PROPOSALS
-
approach
"do-r:othing" types
1. Dead-bed
2. Wait and
See
3. Finder' s-
Keepers
4. Strong-
Arm
"d6L..li tt1e" types
5. General
Purpose
Zone
6. Special
Purpose
Zone
7. Revenue
Lines·
features
moratorium on seabed ex-
ploration until matter is
settled.
wait and see what's in the
ocean before conferring
title to it and deciding
what to·do with the re-
sources.
res nullius - ocean be-
longs to nobody; resources
allocated on a first come
first serve basis.
limit to national exploit-
ation only on the basis of
a country's technological
ability to operate in the
ocean environment.
nations claim and occupy
oceans near them which
. seem to fit under some
definition of "adjacency
or contiguity.
claims are made for
special jurisdiction con-
trol or competence in an
area of the sea.
lines are dravm pare11e1·
to national boundries
which denote decreasing
revenues to coastal
nations and increasing
revenues to an inter-
national body as lines .
move out into the ocean.
proponents
Scandanavian
countries,
Uruguay.
Congressmen
Pe11y, Hanna,
Lennen; National
Oceanographic
Association.
official U.S.S.R.
position; National
petroleum Council.
Congressman
Rogers; Northcut
Ely.
some Latin and
South Ame'rican
countries.
David Mitrany;
Doug1as·M.
;Johnson.
Louis Henkin;
President's
Commission on
Marine Sci~nce,
Engineering and
Resources.
approach
"deS. National
Lakes
ndo~~omething" types
. 9. Pell' s
Me 11
10. Pardo's
Scheme
11. U.N.
Independence
12. Philosopher
King
13. Super
Agency
Proposal
14. United
Republics
of the
Ocean
Tabulation--continued
features
ocean's floor is devided
up and parcelled out
among shore states of
the world.
administrative solution
which would set up an
office (registry),
rules and regulations
and a bureaucracy to
handle the allocation
problem--some versions
.advocate a pdl1cing
function also.
U·~.c':control with fi-
nancial gains received
from the sea floor's
resources used for de-
velopment·of poor
countries.
U.N. control with fi-
nanc:tal gains used to
provide U.N. witn in-
dependent income.
international control
through a maritime
commission chosen on
the basis of competence
in the field--the com-
mission would be re-
sponsible to the Mari-
time Assembly, a body 6f
representative nations.
ocean resot~ces would be
turned over to an inter-
national agency to be-
administered as a mono-
poly.
independent country
formed, consisting ·of
an assooiation of the
v.arious ocean regions
federally-organized.
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proponents
Congressman
Rogers; •
Bernfield.
Senator
Clairborne
Pell;
L.F.E. Goldie.
Arvid Pardo--
Malta .
ambassador.
Organization of
Peace--research
affiliate of U.N.
association.
Center for the
study of
Democratic
Institutions.
Francis T.
Cristy;
The American
Assembly.
Auth6r~--
1\. A• Poitras.
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B. A Probable Projection for Control of the Odean Resources
As fast as the technological developments are moving, the
political and legal machinery to excercise control in the marine
medium appear to be moving in the opposite direction by slowing
down. The oceans-:, because of their immense size and coverage
over the earth's surface, demand- world-wide arrangements for
initiating controls and regulations over the increasing multiplicity
of users in the marine environment.
In terms of determining what 'viII be a viable regime for
control of the sea floor's resources, the history of internation-
al agreements must be looked at. For the purpose of this analysis,
this will entail a brief review and a qualitative evaluation of
the accomplishments of the United Nations. The record of the U.N.
achievements is to be analyzed in the context of the previously
derived evaluative scheme for considering the alternatives pro-
·posed for the control of the sea floor.
It must be remembered however, that the state of man's pre-
dictive ability in any realm is sti~l a matter of the utmost
difficUlty.33. The assumption is that the best predictions can
be obtained by extending past trends into the future. The
question then is "llhat has the u.. N. -achieved, and what can be
reasonably expected of it in the future?1f
The general trend of U. N. achievements in international
relations is not very encouraging in te~ms of the "do-something ll
types of approaches for controlling the ocean resource.
33. Gerald Feinberg, The P~~s ~rojeQt, Doubleday & Co.,
Inc., Garden City, New York, 1968, p~ 23.
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Fehrenbach in This Kind of Peace says that "the U. N. is at
. . II 34. Alfbest a hopeful ideal, at worst a total irrelevancy •
Ross puts it this way, "Prospects for political initiative and
leadership on the part of the U. N. are not very bright.,,35.
John G. Stoessinger says "It has been .oft en said that between
the two great chess players - Russia and the U. S. - the U. N.
1s a pawn. 36• If past performance is a gUide, therefore, it
appears that international agreements will most likely waiver be-
tween the "do-nothing" and "do-little" type approaches)in regard
to control of the sea bed. The most viable regime for control of
the sea rldor will be a result of compromise between the "do-
nothing" and the "do-little" forces. International compromise
and consensus on the sea floor will most likely be reached on
the"finder" s keepers I' type of approach with allowances being
made for nations to claim more ocean areaS near their boundries.
The factors which could change such a prediction are
obviously many. The purpose here is only to indicate the potential
direction international agreements will take concerning the
sea's resources if past and present trends prevail. The pro-
jecticn presented here is by no means definite, but only suggest-
1~~ of the possibilities. It is unfortunate that the dull thud
of pessimism must be sounded, but it is clear that with the U. N.'s
past reluctance to take meaningful steps, the probability is
high for a weak solution to the problem of control of the sea's
34.
35·
36.
T. R. FehrEnbac~,This Kind of Peace, McGraw-Hill, New York,
1966, 'p; 396. .
Alf Ross, The United Nations, Peace and ?rogre&s, Doubleday
& Co., Garden City, N.Y., 1966, p. 408.
John G. Stoessinger, The United Nations and the ~u~erpowers,
McGraw-Hll+, Wew York, 1965, p. 188.
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The extent of coverage, of various planning processes is
indicated in Figure VII, by comparing them with the typical
units whi.ch are generally included in the~_e processes.
c. A Scenario for _Control of the "Ocean I s Res ources
"
All ~evolutionary ideas hav~ to pass
through three stages which Arthur C.
Clarke has summarized as "(1) its
craaz - don't waste my time; (2 ) its
possible~ but not worth doing; (3) I
always said it was a good idea." Rate
of advancement from one stage to the
next depends on the degree of need and
urgency nf the matter at hand.37.
With past and present trends for agreement prevailing, the
picture for progress 'is dim indeed. Steps must be taken to pre-
vent the certain clash over control and ownership of the sea's
. res ources. 'Such acti on' will demand strong, forceful leadershi p
Arthur O... Clar1<:: , .t'Nexttl'~e Pia'nets", Playboy, 1·1arch'1969,
'p. 95.
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capable of achieving meaningful compromise by transcending
strictly national interests.
The scenario for effectuating control of the ocean's re-
sources presented in the following pages offers such a possibll-
ity by proposing a new alternative for exercising control and
achieving compromise. The proposal advocated is a logical ex-
tension of all the schemes proposed for the control of the sea's
resources so far as shown in the previous table. The essential
features outlining the regime are:
1. The initiation of a new country, organized on a
functional as well as .~geographic basis , to ,.
govern the ocean from 2500 meters or 100 miles
off each coastal nation. The zone between 200 meters
d,,,1h 5'0a--1d
and 2500 meterft and~100 miles is to be a zone of
transition with revenue sharing and major con-
trol being excercised by the coastal nation.
2. The structure of the country is to consist of
federal organization of the major ocean regions
of the world, and to be called the United Republics
of the Oceans.
3. The govern!ng body of each ocean region is to
consist of a trica8eral governing authority com-
posed of the coastal national i~terests, ocean
resource exploiters organized on a functional
basi~ and the regional underdeveloped nations.
4.
,.
A formal governing authority for each major
. .
ocean region to be set up only when the level
l'age 29
af tesburc~ exploitation has reached a point
where conflicts have begun to develop. Then
the region would be organized as an ocean
region member of·t~e United Republic of the
Oceans. Until then the regions would be open
to anyone with initial "territorial" status.
5. Resource concerns of a regional nature are to
be handled by ocean region governments while
major international ocean resource problems
are to be settled by the United Republic of
the Oceans government.
6. "x" percent of the profits from removal of the
o.,..e
resources of the oceansAto be turned over to
the United Republic. of the Oceans to accomplish
its general goals for ocean resource utilization.
The above regime for control of the sea floor may appear
at first glance to be somewhat unrealistic, yet it becomes more
feasible when examined in terms of the total range of alternatives
that have been advocated. The proposal is in many respects a
conglomerate of many of the previous alternatives that were tabu-
lated and in this respect becomes highly desirable. Some of the
advantages of the proposal are:
1. It follows traditional patterns of development
of new areas in its "homesteading" provision.
2. Restrictions on exploitation of the sea's re-
sources are not p.Lace d before the need for them.
3. The revenue sha~ing characte~istlcsappeasebotS
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~eveloped and underdeveloped countries, as well
as the wide shelf proponents through its transi~
tion zone provision.
4. The humanitarian concerns are satisfied by large
profit allocations to underdeveloped countries,
yet a certain degree of control is maintained by
coastal states and the major exploiters of the
sea floor's resources.
5. The separate country aspect of the proposal"
divorces the ocean resource issue from the poli-
tical power plays of the U. N. and enables it to
act on its own.
The major problem witn the proceeding proposal, aside from
some of the technical details of 1iiorking out the regi onaL,
arrangements, would be to gain initial acceptance for such a
scheme. Certainly the slow mOVing decision making capabilities
6f the U. N. would make adoption of the scheme or a viable
variation of it very difficult. The extremely large nu.mber of
participants on a world scale, all with varying kinds of inter-
ests, attitudes and approaches which would need to reach a con-
census1is staggering. It is a basic truism that the larger the
number of persons making decisions, the less decision making
takes place. The conventional manner for reaching a consensus
of/ cr '
over any international issue is for~eighty"different countries to
come to an agreement. Any workable solution to a problem under
such c ondLt Lons requires a phen omenaL degree of acceptance of the
general g~al and ~ willingness to compromis~. Often times the
result of such extensive eomprorn.is1ng isa watered-down·solution
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that lacks effectiveness. History indicates that accord
I
among nation~ is best.attained during a crisis situation,
when action. is demanded. At the original conception of the
U. N., the security council was formed essentially to be able to
act immediately in matters which clearly threatened world security
or peace. The council's performance has been far from effective
in·such matters, however, primarily becaase of its inability to
. 38.
obtain sufficient force to make its policies credible. An
event which could clearly precipitate an international crisis
of sorts, and conceivably prompt the Security Oouncil to act,
has been hinted,at by Rull ••• " •• the technology exists for any-
one who cares to occupy one or more of these seamounts (70 within
600 feet of the ocean surface) for purposes of extending sovereign-
ty or establishing new sovereignty ••• there is nothing short of
the use of force that can prevent anyone vTho wishes and has the
wherewithall from setting up one e~r€ more entirely nev nations.,,39.
Such action taken concerning the ocean seamounts might
precipitate the needed incentives to set up proper legal controls
in the use of the ~c~an resource. International agreement can
only be reached through elaborate schemes for compromise over the
various alternatives advanced. It is important however that the
compromise acheive significant change. As Lindblom has said,
"'(That every modern political system r equ i r es is moving compromise - .
specifically a never ending sequence of coopromises, each success- .
ive one respondo~g to a new alignment of preferences or in~erests. ,,40.
;8. AI! Ross,Ibid, p~ 291.
39. E. W. Seabrook Hull, unpublished paper for Geography 271
at the Unive!'si ty of Rhode Island, entitled "Le ga.L Regine
of the Non-Sovereign Oceari'", Oc t , 1,1969, p , 7..
40. Charles E.LindbloID, The policy-!(akl!1£!; Process, Prenttce-
Hall, Tnc , , °Engle1'lood Cliffs, ~:. J.,. 1968, p, 106.
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Therefore the objective should be to aim for independence of"
the ocean as an intregal functioning political uni~ as well as
comprehensive concern;for the interdependencies of the ocean
resource, and not immediate adoption of the proposed scheme.
The moves to achieve comprehensive designs "should be incremental
rather than comprehensive, i' as Bri sner puts it, "in order to
avoid limiting ourselves, in part because of the inadequacy of
out data, and in part because of the changing situation in which
we find ourselves .,,41 .
41. Brisner, l£i£, p. 219.
APPENDIX I
~OSSARY
~.. . - -. . 'f#!J,,'" .
1. Particles - elementary sub-atomic particles that do not
appear to be composed of still smaller particles.
2. Atoms - smallest -unf t of matter that retains 'characteristics
of the 103 known elements.
3. Molecules - combinations of atoms forming chemical compounds
of elements or combinations of elements capable of retaining
a chemical ident~ty.
4. Protoplasm - highly organized combinations of organic and in-
organic elements or compounds endowed with ce~tain characte~­
istcs the summ of which is life.
5. Cells - smallest structural unit of protoplasm that has all
the properties essential for its maintainence and propagation.
6. Tissues - groups of cells of similar appearance performing a
specialized function.
7. Organs - differentiated structure made up of various tissues
performing a specialized function, grouped with others per-
forming a specialized function.
8. Organisms - an entity having an existance independent of or
more fundamental than its organs and having distinct fQ~ctions
of ots own.
9. Man - an entity having an existance distin~~ished by notable
development of the brain with a resultant capacity for
articulate speech and abstract reasoning.
10. Populations - groups or body of organism or persons organized
according to or manifesting some unifying trait.
11. Communities - populations occupying a given area.
12. Ecosystems - Oommunities of organisms or persons and their
immediate environment •.
13. Biospheres - ecosystems of a given area and the portions of
the earth where they operate.
14. Noosphere - characterizes'the realm of man's deployment of
energy; and represents the reconciliation of spirit and matter
in the conscious environment of man.
15. Universe - the totality of the observed or postulated phenomena
and physical whole of the entire celestial cosmos.
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APPENDIX II
INTERGOVERN}~ENTAL FISHERY BODIES
Source: Food and AEriculture
Organization of the U. N.
"The 1l,anagement"of Fishery Resources"
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D.t.
eatobUabed
aad auapleea
Area 01 colftpeteac. ReaouFCeecoyend PuacUOt18
BUlllbl.
Membenblp
I Actual
l-'
Intemotlonal
COUDcll lor tbe
EXlIloralioo 01 tile
SeA
ICES
Copcnhaaen,
Denmark
11902
Conference (now
1964Convention)
Atl:urtie Ocean and adiacent I AU
seas (but wit h particular ref-
erence to the north Atlantic).
Promotion and l)ublication ofIAny'state sianin. Con-
research. vention for ICES 1964.
Reh:iulll. Denmark, Finland.
France. Fed, Rep, of Germans,
lcclanu, Ireland. Italy. Nether-
lands. Norway. Poland. Por-
tugal. Spain, Sweden. U.S.S.R..
United K,lIgdom. Canada and
United States also participate.
InterDBlional
Comml..,.loll lor
the Northwest
Atlantic l'lahema
leNAP
Dartmouth.
Nova Scotia,
Canada
1949
International
Convention
Northwest Atlantic. as defined(eastern limit annreximatels
42° W. Lona., Southern limit
approximately 390 N. Lat.).
Ellcluding territorial seas.
All. but with
particular refer-
ence to cod
group. flatfish
and rosefish
To carry out studios and
research; l)ro\XlSC government
action for stock conservation
through closed areas and
seasons. size limitation. scar
control. catch limits.
Any state sillnin. 1949
Convention and others
bY givinll notice of
adherence.
Canada. Denmark. France.
Fed, Rcn, of Germany, Ice-
land. Italy, Norway. Poland.
Portuual, Romania. Spain.
U.S.S.R.. United Kingdom
and United States.
w
....
North-Eoat
",Iantlc FI.beriea
CommJuloo
NEAl'C
London. 119'9
United Klnlldom International
Convention
All waters of northeast Auan- I All
tic and Arctic oceans and
their dependent seas. as delin-
ed (western limit approxi-
mately 42° W. Long.• southern
limit 36° N. Lat. eastern
limit 51° E. Lons.), &cludinll
Baltic and Mediterranean.
To keep all fisheries underIAny state sianina Con-
review: consider conscrva- vention and others
tion action: recommend to adherina thereto.
governments control measures
in respect of mesh sizes. size
limitation, sear control, closed
seasons and areas and im-
provcmcnt of resources aen-
erally.
Belgium, Denmark. France.
Fed. Rep. of Germany, Ice-
land. Ireland. Netherlands.
"'"rway. Poland. Portugal.
Spain, Sweden. U.S.S.R. and
United Kingdom,
Inteniotlooal
Wb.oUnll
CommlallOCl
awe
London
United kiD.ldom
1946
International
Convention(amended by
1956 ProtocoO
All waters in which whalin II I Whale stocb
is prosecuted by factory ships.
land stations and whale catch-
ers under jurisdiction of
contract ina governments.
To carry out studies and
research on whales: ad",pt
rceutauons protecting stocks.
by close seasons and areas.
size limitation. gear control.
species protection: time, meth-
od and intcnsitv of whaling.
Any stare silning 1946
Convention and others
Ilivina notico of ad-
herence,
Argentina, Australia. Canada.
Denmark. Franco, Iceland.
Japan. Mellico. Netherlands.
New Zealand. Norway. Pan-
ama. South Africa. U.S.S.R••
United Kinadom United
Slates
Int~rDatlORllI
'Nortb "adOC:
Flsherlea
Comndaalo;a
Vancouver. B.C••I1952 .
Otnada ' Convention
All waters of north PacificIAll, with parti.
and adjacent seas. E;tclud- eular reference to
ing territorial waters. halibut. herrina
and aalmon
To studv fish stocks: deter- -ISianatory atates.
mine stocks rcquirina con-
servation: administer absten-
tion svstcm; enforce conser-
vation measures by interna-
tional control on high seas.
as amons member countries.
Canada. Japan, United States..
. I
Int~raAlloDAI
PacJBc H..Ub••
(lomml.aloa
seattle.
Washil1lton.
United Sta....
19'3
Convention
Territorial seas of members.
and hiBh seas off western
coast of Canada and United
States. includin.. southern and
western coasts of Alaska.
Halibut To study halibut stocks;
establish conservation mea-
sures in area bY catch reg-
ulation, size ccnuol, open
and close season. vessel and
sear control, licensing' or-
ganize international enforce-
ment on high seas.
SilP1atory states. ,,- Canada. United' ·StateS.
•
.
I~-
MelDbe....."
o.te ReeoufCMH.....ne... "t,bU'bed 4 ...... co..petelloe coy....d . Jl'uaCtI_ IP4 ....p'- BtI.'bI. 4dud
............. Now . 1930 Fraser rlwr and It' 'rlbuta· S~ltoye and 10 atudy Itocks; conlrol SllnalOry ,tatol. Canada. United Statea.
P.dftCl S.lm. WII~tmllist~ Convention and rilS: territorial and hiah .... pnlt salmon shlna and cear usod; equal-
.. I....rt•• U.C.• Can a Protocol~ of 1931 off the Istuary. ize catch between si~natorills;
CO",lnl,.I•• and 1956 oraaniae internariona enforce-
ment on high seas as be-
tween members.
~hipanu••SoYlet None 1956 All waters of northwost Pa- All. with rcanic. To prescribe fishinl methods SianatoO' ,tatea. Japan. U.S.S.R.
Jlbherln '.' It wo national Fisheries Treat)' cilic (excludina territorial wa- ular re erenee and resulare catch; to organize
Commission' for committees) ters), includine Sea of Japan. to salmon. trout. internauonal enforcement on
thr Nurthwest Sea of Okhotsk. and tho Ber- herrinl and crab high seas as between members.)'aeille ilia Sea.
North PilclRc 'PIU' Washinelon D.C. 1951 North Pacific Ocean. Fur seals To formulate and co-ordi- Silnatory states. Canada. Japan. U.S.S.R••
£0",,1 Conlmls.lo. United States Convention and nate research programs; 10 United States
Protocol 1963 determine number of seals
to be marked, consider pos-
sibility of peiacic seal'IlG:
orsunize internauonal control
on the hiuh seas as between
, ,
members.
-
St••uUall Lima. Peru 1952 South Paci1lc (not defined) All To determine measures for Sirnatories or tho Chile. Ecuador. Peru.Committ.. ", til. International fishery regulation and con- Agreement.
Conl"r....c. OD. tile Agreement servat ion; exchange informa-
U~C Q.U. tion; encourage research.
Coc,.servir.l.'. ", ~t present lnac-
lh.. l\l;arlne live.
n"S1ourcC'!t Gt lb. ISOUUI Pllclfle
--"
Com-mls~I.... for Pekin•• China 1956 Western Pacific Ocean1inc!ud· All To plan ioint research and Any states in we,tCl'1l China (Mainland)h Monaolia,Flsherl"" Ite5e"re" (Mainland) Convenrion ins Sea of Japan Yel ow Sea exploration; exchange infor- Pacilic basin. North Korea. Nort Viet.Nam.
10 the WesterD and east and south China seas. mauon; elaborate measures U.S.S.R.
P"l"lIlc Includms territorial seas of necessary for conservation.
members.
.....r•.\merlc..D La Jolla. I1949 Eastern Pacific Ocean (not Yellowfin and To carr)' out research on SilnatoO' states, and Costa Rica. Ecuador. Mexico.TrOIIIl""t Tu•• California. Convention defined) skh)jack tuna. t una by own research staff. others by unanimous Panama. United States.
Cunlluln'ou United Statea. flsh used u bait including exploratory fishine. agreement of contract-
lA'l''l'C for tuna alld Recommend joint action for ing parties.other lish taken resource conservation: publish
by tuna vessels reports and statistics.
--
JnterD"lIoaa" To be 1966 AU waters of the' Atlantic Tuna and tuna- To organize and promote All members of United Silnatorics of Convention u
C::omml."loa for determined Convention Ocean. includina the adjacent Ii ke fishes. and research on the -stocks ; collect Nations or any at I March 1907:
'he l.:u85e«".'I_ seas. other species ex- and disseminate informauon; United Nations Brazil. Japan. Rep. of Korea.
ul "'''mllll:' Tun.. ploued in tuna recommend studies; recom- specialized agency. Spain. United States.
ICeA'l' tbhln8 mend conservation actions.
,
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ANNEX TAB.... 16. - INnaaoVEllNNEmAL fiSHERY BODies (conelutl«/)I ,I JI
,
Member-blp
bilte R.saaree.
-.---Headquarten est.bll"b.d Area of compete_ covered FaDctlon. Iand aUlipjce. Elltlbl. I Actual
Great Lalla Ann Arbor. 1954 Great Likes and c:onnectinl All To co-ordinate research: rec- Silnalory states. Canada. United States.
Fl"hery' Michigan. Conventicsn waters. ommend conservation mea-
CoromlNt_ United StateS sures; control predators.
IBlack. Sea.
,
Jotnt Go,"mtNloD !\Icc!s '11 member 1959 All To develop co-ordinated mea- Dlaek Sea states. Bulaaria, Romania. U.S.S.R.
for "llIek S~a countrres an Convention I sures for fishery rcsulationFhhN"I". rotation and develop commcrerul fish-iRl: techniques; regulate sizes.I co-ordinate research.
InleronUooll1 Monaco 1919 Mediterranean Sea and adia- Not specified To promote oceanoeraphic All coastal states in IAlgcria. France. Greece. Israel.
COIl)lnfsslon (or Conference cent waters. and bioloaical studies. area. Italy. Monaco. Morocco.
til.. Sder.tillc IRomania. Spain, Funisia,
t:"plorallon Cil the Turkcv, United Arab Rcpub-
M...nt..rrnRean Se.- lie, Yucoslavia.
CIESMl\{ ,
Ceuerol Flshcrle. PAO. Rome. 1949 Inland waten of memberIAll MainlY advisors, To encour-I All FAO members and ICvnrus, france. Greece. Israel,
Council 'or the ItalY lnternatkmal countries and the Mediler- I age and co-ordinate research other members of Italy. Lebanon, Libya. M.llla
Nlc<!.ilcrr.UluD Agreement under ranean Sea and c:ontiauousI and improvement in fishing United Nations (If Monaco, Mowcco. Snain,
GFCM aegis of fAO waters. ' methods; assist governmentsIapproved by two- Tunisia. Turlle.y. United Arab
. . lArticlc XIV of in development planning dis- thirds majority of the Republic, United Kingdom•
fAoConstitution) semination of iriformation. Council). Yusoslavia.
I
Europe'all' 1010Dd fAO. Rome. 1957 Inland waters of member All To promote improvement in All European nations IAustria. n<.:h:ium. Denmark,
1'1sherl..s AdVisor)' Italy fAO rea:ionaJ countries. inland fisheries, through in- of fAO. IFmland, Fruuce, Fed. Rep,
"(:,lmml.sl<Jn body lArlicle VI) formation. meet ings ; co-ordi- of Gcrmanv, Greece, lretuud,
1o:IJlAO nation of development. Israel. \1.1.1)'. Ncthcrtands,
" Norway. Poland, 1'0I1UI!al,
-I Spain, Sweden, Turkey, tho
, ' United Kingdom. Yugo<iilvla.
Indo"l'cdl\c PAO. Reaional 1948 Inland waters of member AlIlivina aquatic Mainly advisors. To encour- All fAO members and Australia. Burma, Cambodia.
Flsherle. COUDCU Ofllce, BlIngkok. Inlernational countries and the Indo-Pa- asc and co-ordinate research other members of Ceylon. Fr.mcc, India. Indo-
JP.'C Thailand Agreement under cific area (undefined) and improvement in Hshing United Nations (If ncsia, Japan. RCi;. of Korea.aegis of fAO methods; assist governmcnts approved bY two- Malaysia. NClherlands. ""ew(Article XIV) in development planning; dis- thirds majority of theIZealand, Pakistan. Philip.
semination of information. Council). pines. Thailand. United Kina-
dorn, Rcn, of Yict-Narn, Unit-
cd States.
RellluR.! ,FI8hC!rles PAO, Regional 1961 Southwesl Atlantic and inland All Mainly advisory. To encour- All fAO members Argentina. Brazil. Uruguay.
AdvIsory Corumilr- omee. Rio do fAO regional waters of its members (in- age co-operation. promote bordering on west
IU~n lor IlIe Soutb- Janeiro. Brazil body (Article VI) cludina territorial sea). liaison and discussion. Atlantic south of
""..t Atlantlc Equator.
CARPAS I
I
ReJaloR1l1 Jo'isherl". Not yet fixed 1961 Inland waters and territorial All (mlU'ine and MainlY advisory. To encour- All fl.O members with Cameroon. Congo (Brazza-
Comml8stull lor fAO rellional sea of member countries and inland) age co-operation in fishery tcrritories in the region villc). Dcrn, Rep. of the
Western Alrlca body (Article VI) waters of southeast Atlantic exploitation. promote research 01' responsible for Congo. Gabon. Guinea, Ivory
WAF (IIOt defined). liaison and discussion. international retatlons Coast, Liberia, MauritanIa.
of non self-sevcrnina Morocco. Nileria. Portugal,
territorics in the reslon Senegal. Spam United
Kingdom.
~
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